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A singleintegration
technique
for calculating
thepressure
distribution
in thefieldof a focused
sinusoidally
oscillatingradiatoris described.
This technique
involvesthe directclosedform integrationof oneof the
integralsin the Rayleighformula;the latterformulaitselfcontainsa doubleintegralcorresponding
to
integration
overtheareaof thesource
transducer
face.Precise
experimental
measurements
of a hydrophone's
response
to thepressure
fieldgenerated
by a focused
medicaldiagnostic
transducer
arealsoreported,
and
comparison
between
experiment
andtheoryismade.Verygoodagreement
between
theoryandexperiment
is
demonstrated
with respect
to bothamplitude
andphasefor lateralbeamprofilesat sixdifferentdistances
fromthesource
transducer.
At a seventh
distance
(about1emfromthesource
transducer}
muchmoreviolent
fluctuations
in theresponse
areobserved
thanresultfromthetheory.
PACS numbers:43.20.Rz, 43.20.Bi

and phasesof a hydrophone'sresponseto continuous

INTRODUCTION

The pressure field distribution for a flit circular

piston type (nonfocused)radiator, executing steadystate sinusoidal oscillations, can be found by direct

integrationof theRayleighformulaoverthe area of the
transducerface. Impulse-response
techniques,involving Green's functions in the time domain, have been
emplcyed
•,2 to reducethe numberof integrationsto
one--an important simplification regarding computer

time costs. For a focused radiator Kossoffs agrees
with O'Neil's 4 statement that '•the general expression
for the off-axis intensity distribution is. complinated and

requires the evaluation of a double integral."

This per-

hapsoverlooksthe work of Pentlinen and Luukkalis in
which impulse-response methods are used in reducing
the double integral to a single one for a focused radia-

tor. The latter authors' approachinvolvestime dependent Green's
Willcite.2

functions

in the manner

of Lockwood

and

wave (cw) bursts generated with a focused transducer
were also made along lines perpendicular to the beam
axis at seven different locations along the beam axis.
These seven locations span the region for which the
transducer would be used diagnostically: These measurements are reported in the secondpart of this work.
Probably the most important aspect of this work is the
direct comparison of the theory with these experimental measurements.

Later in the paper (Sec. IV) a method is presented in
which a short duration pulse beam can be theoretically
expressed as a linear superposition of continuous wave
beams; also included is how to account for attenuation
and dispersion in the transmitting medium. This method is employed in the theory section of a companion
paper on pressure field patterns of a pulsed focused

transducer in attenuatingand nonattenuatingmedia.8
I. DERIVATION

O'Neil• pointsout andPentlinenand Luukkali reiterate, that the Rayleigh formull is rigorously correct for
planar ultrasonic radiators in an infinite rigid baffle,
but that for spherical focused transducers this formull
is an approximation due to secondary diffraction effects. They state that the approximation is a very good
one, however, if the radius of the transducer is lirge
compared to the wavelength.
In the first part of the present paper a derivation of
the pressure field due to a sinusoidally oscillating focused radiator is presented as an alternative to that of
Pentinnen and Luukkali. The pressure field again is
expressed in the form of a single integral. The pressure field is obtained by approaching the Rayleigh formula directly

and performing

one of the spatial inte-

grations exactly leaving a single integration to be done
numerically. There is no excursion into the time domain as in the impulse-response theory. Although the

theoretical results are presumably equivalent to those
of Pentlinen and Luukkali, the derivation presented
here possesses,for some readers, the didactic advan-

tage of avoidingthe "Green's function"methodology.
The important--or perhaps elusive--points of derivation
are

outlined.

Careful experimental measurements of amplitudes
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OF THE PRESSURE

FIELD

The solution is defined for two regions separated by
the cone-shaped surfaces formed by lines passing from
the edge of the spherical transducer through the center
of curvature. We refer to the region inside the coneshaped surface as region I and the remainder as region

II (see Fig. I in which region I is shaded). Region I includes the axis of symmetry and consists of two parts:
a finite

volume

to the left of the center

of curvature

and

an infinite volume to the right. Region II includes the
remaining volume to the right of the circulir ring defining the boundary of the radiiting element and also to
the right of the surface of a lirge-angle cone, B, which
is tangent to the radiating element at its circular
boundary.

Again referring to Fig. 1, we call the projected radius of the transducer

a and its radius

of curvature

A.

Let us place the origin of a Cartesian coordinate system at the center of curvature, the h axis being along
the axis of symmetry, as shown, aud the x axis perpeudiculir to the h axis and in the plane of the figure.
Due to cylindrical symmetry of the solution, we need
only find the pressure at all points in the x, h plane for
x>• O. We take h>Ofor points to the right of the plane
perpendicular to the axis of symmetry and passing
through the center of curvature and h < 0 for points to
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We define the complex differential quantity dp:

,,•.,•,,.-.,
CONICAL
SURFACE
B

-•

r' cla-..-•- uoe't'•'.-•
- da'.

Therefore

The closed form solution for p on the axis of sym-

metry appearsin O'Neil• and, in terms of our coordinates, is given by

It is worth reminding the reader here that h can have
any value in the range

where A• 0. O'Neil obtainsthis solutionby the direct
FIG. 1. Diagram showing the division of the focused transdueer field into regions I and II. Hegion I is shaded. The
axis of symmetry of the radiating element lies on the horizontal line in the figure. The radius of curvature of the radiating
element is A. and the circle defining the outer edge of the
radiating element is a.

the left of this plane. The value of x is positive for
points abovethe •xis of symmetry and negativefor
points below. The point Q(x, h) in the figure is in re-

gionII withx> 0 andh<0. Noticethattheangie•b•defining the conical surface separatingregions I arid II is

givenby•u=sin" (a/A). Thevelocitypotentialis

ß(x,h)-fs2%e'*e'da'
,
where k is the wavenumber, a real number if the transmirting medium is not attenuating. As in Morse and'

integration over

Now we considerthe case of a point @(•, h) in region
IL The points in this region can be characterized with
the statement that no straight line passing through any

oneof them andthroughthe center of curvatureat (0, 0)
is at the same time perpendicular to the transducer
surface--except for those points on the conical surfaces separating region I from IL Consider the parti-

cular field point @(•,h) in Fig. 2. @' defines a source
point in the x, h plane. The quantity s is the distance
from

the transducer

center

of curvature

to the field

point, • is the angle included between•' and s, A and

a aredefined
above,
are Cartesian coordinates having a common origin with
the •, • coordinate system and corresponding to the
particular value of •. The dashed line passes through

@' and is perpendicularto the z, axis. • is a unitvec-

of minus (e i•' instead of e'i•r' as in O'Neil4). u is the
normal componentof the velocity at the surface of the

tor directed from the origin of the coordinate systems
toward the transducer surface and is parallel to the
axis of symmetry of the transducer. • is the angle be-

radiator, andfor outgoingsinusoidalwaves, is pro-

tween • and the line connectingthe origin (center of

Ingard,?we choosethe + signin the exponential
instead

portionalto e'i•t, o•beingthe angularfrequency.We

curvature) and the sourcepoint @'; notice that •bis

defineuo to be the (real, positive) amplitudeof u:

positive as shown, but is negative ff •' lies below the
axis of symmetry as shown in Fig. 2.

U-Uoe'•t,

for Uo>O.

ds' is the surfacearea element,S is the area defining
the radiating surface, and •" is the distance from a

pointat whichds' is foundto the field point[suchas
{•)(x,h)in Fig. 1]. The pressurep(x,h) at somepoint
(•(x, h) is then given by

•(•,k)-Help
•-•t
),
where p is the densityand Re means "real part of."
We have

0•'=-i wit;
thus we have

FIG. 2. Diagram includingthe same plane as in Fig. 1 and

p = Re(-i
1509
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illustrating various quantities involved in the theoretical derivation of the pressure field.
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Considerthe intersectionof two sphericalsurfaces,
one of radius •' and centered at Q(x, h) and the other of
radius A and centered at (0, 0); the latter surface includes the radiating element, of course. This intersectiondefines a circle lying in a plane passingthrough

Usingthe latter relation alongwith the law of sines,
viz,,

•' sin 0-A sin(•r - a) -A sin a,

andthe law of cosines, viz.,

@' andperpendicularto the z• axis. An arc on this cir-

A2- •'•2+ S2- 2•'•SCOS
D•

cle lies on the radiating element. Viewed from the

pointQ(x,h),thisarc appearsas in Fig. 3--thez•
axis is perpendicular to the page in F•g. 3. The angle
defining this arc equals 2• where • is the azimuthal
coordinate corresponding to the point Q' where the circle on which the arc lies intersects the edge of the
source layer. The radius of the cixcle including the

arc is •' sine or A sin(• + •).

fi can be written as a function of •' only•or
tion of ,,;/•r' only.

•

as a func-

.•/h +(A• + a=)•/•- [(.•/•= + s• -A=)/2s] cosZX

The law of cosines

also results

in

,?- [A•+ s• - 2• cos(•-

Thus the area element on the transducer surface, all

=(A=+s•+ 2Ascos,,)•/•,

the points of which are at the same distance •' from the

field point Q(•,h), is given by

u = kz' - (A=+ s=+ 2Ascos a)• / •.

d•'- 2•A sin(• + •)A d•.

Changingvariables of integrationfrom a to •yields

arc length

The angle • is constantfor fixed Q(•, h); then, defining
where

we have d•,-•.

½--•[A=+s•+2Ascos(•.+•)]

and

da' = 2fiA• sin • da .

The limits oneare •0,+• and -•b,+•. •, hewever, is
a functionof otand correspondsto r'(/9) in Fig. 3: r'(•)
is the positionvector of Q". But r'(•).•=(A •-•z)•/z

wehave

where
f,,

and

are the conventional
unit vectors in the x•, y•, z• coordinate system. In terms of spherical polar coordinates

referencedto x• and•m,

• • •[A=+s' + 2Asoos(•,- •)]• •.
This solution applies whether h is positive or negative.
Region I can be characterized by the fact tlmt for

each field point Q(x, h) there exists a straight line
through that point which is also perpendicular to the
transducer surface. This allows the separation of the

transducer surface into two parts, one part consisting
of a smaller

ß#----1e•COS
{)•
and

focused transducer

with the same focal

point as the larger; this smaller transducerhas a projectedradiusof A sin(•0,-•) andits axis of symmetry
makes an angle • with the axis of symmetry of the
transducer face (see Fig. 4). Thus one term in the
pressure field can be expressed in closed form using

Thus

r" •- (A•- •)•/•+ h- t" sinecus• sin•b-•' cosecoa•.

O•eil's • expressionfor the pressurefield onthe axis.

FIG. 3.' Diagramof a viewof theradiating
elementin which

the• axisis 0erpendicular
to--anddirected
[nto--the
figure

( seeFig. 2 for reference).Thearc formedbytheintersectionof a spherical
surfaceof radius•' centered
onthefield

diatingelement
is illustrated.ThepointQ" is a sourcepoint

FIG. 4. Diagram showing the source region forming a
"smaller" focused transducer discussed in the derivation of
the pressure field for region L This "smaller" focused
transducer contributes a closed form (nonintegral) term to

at one end of this arc.

the theory.

pointandthatpartofthespherical
surface
defining
the
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The contribution of the remaining source area can be
represented as a single integral. The analysis is ana-

logousto that donefor Q(x, h) lying in region H. We
just state the results here. This single integral has
exactly the same form as that for region II including
the limits on the integral.

- GATEO
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'
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Summarizing, the pressure at time t= 0 for any field
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F-- {h{/hXexp[i( +s/{h {)]

FIG. 5. Diagram of the apparatususedin measuringthe amplitudes sad phasesof the hydrophoneresponse.

for region L Recall that k can be negative (-A
and that 0•
On the axis of symmetry of the transducer (x • 0) the
integral does not contribute, and Re F gives the (O'Neil)
answer; however, to avoid difficulties for numerical
integrations, the integral should be set equal to zero

whenx =0 because, thoughthe limits on the integral
becomeequal for x--O, the denominatorof cos• goes to
zero

also.

II. EXPERIMENTAL

transducer

MEASUREMENTS

was driven

with continuous

wave

(cw) pulse bursts at a frequency of 2.46 1V[Hz,and these
generated pulses were received with a Dapco Type NP10 hydrophone. As is the case for many clinical transducers, the Aerotech source transducer has a "quarterwave matching layer" attached to the external electrode. Since this layer is only about 0.2-ram thick, it
likely has little effect on the pressure field distribution

for cw bursts. However, this layer probably has a significant effect on the pulse shape for short pulses such
as those used clinically. The quarter-wave layer is in
direct contact with the skin during clinical use and in

direct contact with the transmitting water in the experiment

discussed

here.

Figure 5 is a diagram of the apparatus used. The
pulse generator controlled the duration and the repetition rate of the cw pulse bursts for sinusoidal signals
generated'by the fated function generator. The voltage
applied to the transducer was kept low enoughthat conversion of wave energy into higher harmonics due to
nonlinear effects during transmission through the water
were not detectable. Not only were no deviations from
sinusoidal

2.46-MHz

wave forms

observed

ipulator, and the latter was used to move the hydrophone in a plane perpendicular to the beam axis. (We
refer to this as the x, y plane henceforth.) Positioning
of the hydrophonealong the beam axis (henceforth re-

ferred to as the z axis) was doneprimarily by moving
the unit consistingof the slider, x,y,z micromanipulator, and hydrophoneon the track mountedon the top
of the water tank; fine adjustments, however, were
performed using the •-axis micromanipulator screw.

An Aerotech 19-ram, long internal focus, nominal
3.5-MHz

phoneWas mountedon a Medisonicsx, y, z microman-

on the oscil-

loscope, but the pressure amplitudes obtained using
hydrophone calibration curves were well below those
required to yield significant nonlinear effects at the

variousdistancesemployed
s,seven if the peakpressure
amplitude in the field was assumed to exist at all points

The measurement procedure is summarized in the
following six steps.

(1) The hydrophonewas positionedso that its axis of
symmetry was horizontal and passed nearly through
the center of the transmitter; also, the receiving tip
of the hydrophonewas placed at about 4 in. from the

center of the transmitter as measured roughly with a
ruler. The nominal radius of curvature, given by the
manufacturer, was 4 in.

(2)Thetransmitter,
generating
cwpulse
bursts,
was
oriented so that the received signal at the hydrophone
was maximized.

(3) Deliberate, methodical, successivereorientations
of the transmitter's axis of symmetry•aloug with accompanylugappropriate x, y, z translations of the hydrophone•resulted in the determination of an x, y plane in
which rings exhibiting zero signal amplitude were present.

Given that the transmitter

and receiver

were ax-

ially symmetric, the z axis would then be parallel to
the beam axis of symmetry. Perfect axial symmetry

is not expected, of course. This x,y plane shouldbe
the so-called focal plane defined by • = 0 in Sec. L See
Secs. IH and IV for clarification regarding the expected
rings of zero signal amplitude.

(4) The distancebetweenthe transmitter andthe
plane foundin (3) was measuredby maximizingthe signal amplitude(movingthe receivinghydrophone
piezo-

loaded device allowing the direction of the generated

electric element to the beam axis of symmetry), measuriug the time passing between the pulse emission and
reception, and using the fact that the speed of sound in
distilled water at the temperature of the water bath

beam to be finely adjusted. The receiving Dapco hydro-

(20•C)was 1482.3•C.•ø This distance,determinedin

in the field.

The sourcetransducerwas mountedin a 'spring-
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this fashion, was 11.0•0.1 cm.

equivalent. Since the z coordinates were determined

(5) The amplitudesand phasesof the hydrophonesinusoidalvoltage response(receiver signal)were then

the phases measured at a particular value of z have

recorded as functions of position along a straight line
in the x,y plane and passing through the point of peak
signal amplitude. Such measurements are referred to
as determining the '3ateral beam profile" for the particular distance between the transmitter and the
plane.
for a broad range of distances between the transmitter
The latter

distances

were

determined

significant precision only relative to one another;' In
each of Figs. 6 through 12 the experimentally measured
phases have had a constant addedto result in agreement betweentheory and experiment at one lateral position; this lateral position was usually taken to be at

the center of symmetry of the lateral beam profile.
III.

(6) Suchlateral beam profiles were then measured
and receiver.

onlytowithintheorde•Ofthewavelength
at 2.46MHz,

as

in (4) above.

RESULTS

The important experimental and theoretical results
are displayed in Figs. 6 through 12. Each of these '

figures correspondsto a,fixed specific value of z, the

The peak-to-peak amplitudes were measured directly
from the waveform displayed on the oscilloscope. The
phases were determined by recording the positidn on

distance between the center of symmetry of the lateral
beam profile, and the transmitting element. In each
figure the amplib_de and phase for both theory and ex-

the scope screen of any zero voltage (zero crossover)
point of the sinusoidal waveform at which point the

slope of the waveform was negative. (The zero voltage
points at which the slope of the waveform was always

positive couldalso have beenemployed,of course.)
For a given displayed waveform, the difference in
phase corresponding to such points is 2•n rad where

is an integer. Sincee• -e •(•*•'"), suchpomtsare
04
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FIG. 7.

Phase and amplitude of the hydrophone response as a

FIG. 6. Phase and amplitude of the hydrophone response as
a function of lateral position at an axial distance of 11.0 cm (eq-

function of laterat

ual to the radius of curvature)from the r,adialingelement.

to the individual points; because of the rapid variation with
lateral position of the data points in the central region of the
beam, adjacent data points have been connected by straight
lines as a traoking aid for the eye. The beam axis corresponds to a lateral position of about 31.5 ram. Regarding
normalization of the amplitude, for both theory and experi-

Theory is shown as smooth lines and experiment as individual
data points. The beam axis corresponds to a lateral position

'of 32.5 ram. The latter point is also at the center of curvature of the radiating element, and at this point--and only at
this point--the amplitude was normalized to one, both for the
theory and for experiment.
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FIG. 8. Phase and amplitudeof the hydrophoneresponse-as

a function
of lateralpositionat an axialdistanceof 4.1 cm.

FIG. 9. Phase and amplitude of the_hydrophoneresponse as

Theory
is shown
assmooth
linesandexperiment
asindividual a functionof Lateralpositionat an axial distanceof 7.5 cm.
datapoints.Tl•ebeamaxiscorresponds
toa lateralposition Theoryis shown
as smooth
linesandexperiment
as individual
of about31.'7min. Regarding
normalization
of theamplitude,
forboththeoryandexperiment,
seetheendof thecaption
for

datapoints. Thebeamaxiscorresponds
to a lateral position

Fig. 6.

for boththeoryandexperiment,seethe endof thecaptionfor

of about32.5 min. Regardingnormalizationof the amplitude,
Fig. 6.

perimentare displayed.Thecontinuous
smoothcurves
correspond
to theoryandthepointsto experiment.In
someof the cases, successiveexperimentalpointsare
connected
by straightlines to aid the eye of the viewer
in this regard.

Figure13 showsa plotof thetheoreticalaxialresponse
amplitude
(smooth
curve)alongwithsixexperimental
datapoints
forz =4.0, 7.5, 10.0,11.0,12.0,
and18.3 cm. The axial responseat z = 1.17 cm was

notplottedbecause
of thedifficultyof estimatingan ap-

propriate
value(seeFig.7). Figure13maybeuseful
to the reader in clarifying the positioninginvolvedin
Figs. 6 through 12.

It shouldbe emphasized
that the amplitudeandphase
referredto donotcorrespond
•xactlyto pressure. In
the case of the experimentalplots the amplitudeand

phaseof thehydrophone
response
voltageare.plotted.
Thisvoltagesignalnecess.arily
includes
variations
from the actualpressureamplitudeat a pointbecause
of the fact that the hydrophone,
althoughit hasa small
receivingarea (corresponding
to a disk of piezoelectric material havinga diameter of I mm), .ls not a perfect pointreceiver. The amplitudeof the sinusoidal
voltagesignalhasbeennormalizedto unityat onepoint
in the field, viz., at the centerof curvatureof the piezoelectric element of the focused transmitter.

The

peak-to-peak
voltageamplitude
at the centerof curva-
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lure was 142 mV; thus, all peak-to-veakvoltageamplitudes measured (in millivolts) were divided by 142 mV.
The theoretical results correspondto the numerical

integration
of thepressure(including
phase)overthe
surface of a 1-mm-diam flat circular piston receiver.

This results in a force varying sinusoidallyin time and
this force is assumedto be proportionalto the voltage
observedacross the terminals of the hydrophone. A

normalizingconstanthasbeenintroduced
requiringthe
amplitudeof this forceto be unityat the centerof curvature of the transmitter. The amplitude and phase of
this normalizedforce appear in Figs. 6 through12, and
onlythe amplitudeappearsin Fig. 13.

Accordingto O•Nell4 (see particularlyp. 521, 525,
and 526)the pressureamplitudein the "focalplane"
shouldbe very nearly proportionalto the farfield directivity functionfor a flat circular piston, i.e.,

pressure
amplitude
•
for

z = ka sin #.

In this expressionk is the wavenumber,a is the radius
of the circle defining the outer edge of the radiator, and

sin e=x/(A 2+x2)• / • ,
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FIG. 10. Phase and amplitude of the hydrophone response as
a function of lateral position at sn axial distanee of 10.0 cm.

Theory is shown•s smooth Hnes and experiment as individual
data points. The beam axis corresponds to a lateral position
of about 32.5 min. Regarding normalization of the amplitude.
for both theory and experiment, see the end of the caption for
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.FIG. 11. Phase and amplitude of the hydrophone.response as
a function of lateral position at an axial distance of 12.0 cm.

where x and A were defined in the theory section of

this paper. The "focal plane" refers to a plane perpendicular to the beam axis of symmetry and including
the center of curvature of the radiating element. The
pressure ampilinde in the focal plane obtained with the

Theory is shownas smoothlines andexperimentas individual
data points. The beam axis correspondsto a lateral position
of about32.7 min. Regardingnormalizationof the amplitude,
for boththeory andexperiment, see the endof the captionfor
Fig. 6.

theory described in this paper corroborates O'Neil's

statement.Computerprintoutsof (2/z)Jx(z)andthe
result of the theory presented above were indistiuguishable.

radius of curvature determined in this way was 11.0

Figure 6 shows relative amplitude versus position on
a line in the focal plane passingthroughthe beam axis
of symmetry. The positionsare values read from a
vernier on the x,y,z micromanipulator. The smooth
curve is the result of theory, and the points correspond
t• experimental measurements. Excellent agreement
between theory and experiment is apparent parUcuL•rly
for the smaller values of the position coordinates.

The

zero values of the amplitudes adjacent to the central

peak were very sharply defined experiment;ally: rela-

tive to translation parallel to the beam axis (perpendicular to the focal plane) they determined to within •1
ram.

mentally by finding these points of zero amplitude (see
step 3 of the measurement procedure in Sec. II). The

This

includes

a resolution

of about 0.1 mV for

the peak-to-peak amplitude on the oscilloscope.

This agreementbetweenour theory, O•leil's theory,

+0.1 cm.

This does not agree very well with the nomi-

nal 4 in. •--10.2-cm radius of curvature specified by the
manufacturer.

We believe

our value

is closest

to the

correct one, however; this is a subject in Sec. IV. The
radius of curvature in the theory was taken to be that
determined ultrasonically, viz., 11.0 cm and the diameter

of the transducer

was taken to be 19 min.

The values of z selected for the measurements span

the range over which a "contact" transducer would be
employed in diagnostic imaging. In addition to 11.0
cm, the radius of curvature of the transmitter, these
are 1.17, 4.1, 7.5, 10.0, 12.0, and 18.3 cm. The latter
six values correspond to Figs. 7 through 12, respectively. Three of these values cover the region of the
center of curvature of the transmitter (10.0, 11.0, and

and experiment leads to the conclusion tl•t the focal
plane--or plane passing through the center of curvature

12.0 cm). The value z--7.5 cm defines a plane contain-

of the focused radiator--had

quency.
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ing the peak pressure amplitude for the 2.46-MHz fre-
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reenters' ability to read the oscilloscopetrace andthe

12

vernier of the x,y,z manipulator. The Tektronix 465
B scope has a screen with ten divisions vertically and
horizontally. The sweep rate was maintained at 0.1

Z 18.3cm

•s/div throughout
the experimentexceptwhenvalues
of z were determined via time of flight. Assuming that
the zero cressover points employedin measuring phase
were determined within ñ0.05 oscilloscopedivisions,
this means that the phases were determined within

•0.05/4 •- + 0.01 cycles. (Thereare aboutfour divisions
per cycleat 2.46 MHz and0.1 ps/div.) The degreeof
smoothnessof the experimental phase plots is consistent with this estimation of precision.
EATFRAE POSITION

In mea•.ur/ng the distances, z, between the transmitter and receiver, the latter being on the beam axis

of symmetry, a typical number of oscilloscopedivisions

0.5

betweenthe displayed transmitted paise and the received pulse was about six. Again assuming that the
scope could be read to within about ñ 0.05 divisions,

0.4

this corresponds to an error in z determinatious of

ñ1%. Thus, e.g., the distance from the center of the
transmitter to the focal plane is 11.0ñ0.1 cm.

The measurement of peak-to-peak voltage amplitudes

'•o.2 /

was, as in the case of the phase and z distance deter-

minalions,limited by the experimenters'ability to read

OJ
•
15

the scopetrace. Typically the peak-to-peak measure-

mentwas aboutsix vertical divisions. Again assuming

20

2.5

30
35
LATERAL POSITION (ram)

45

an error of ñ0.05 divisions, this yields a precision of

50

(0.05/6) x100--1%. As in the caseof the phases,the

FIG. 12. Phaseandamplitude
of thehydrophone
response
as
a functionof lateral positionat an axial distanceof 18.3 cm.
Theoryis shownas smoothlines andexperimentas individual

datapdints. Thebeamaxiscorresponds
to a lateralposition
of about
33.5min. He•arding
normalization
of theamplitude,
forboththeoryandexperiment,
seetheendof thecaption
for
F•.

6.

degree of smoothness of the amplitude plots indicates
this to be a good estimate of precision.
That the above estimates of precision also are representative of the accuracy is supported by the facts
that vertical calibration of the oscilloscope was carried out only two months before the experiment and
that sweep rate calibration was done at the time of the

experiment using a 4.2•000-MI-Iz crystal oscillator
IV.

circuit.

DISCUSSION

B. Comparisonof theory and experiment
A. Experimentalerrors

The precisionof the measurementsin this experiment
was probablydeterminedprimarily by the experih2

hO

Theory and experiment agree very weU for all values
of z other than 1.17 cm. Slight asymmetry in the exper/mental lateral beam profiles exists and agreement
between theory and experiment tends to be better on
the left sides of the graphs in Figs. 6 through 12. Consider the amplitude graphs first.

Even at 4.1 cm (Fig. 8), where a sharp minimum in
.8

the amplitude is seen in both theory and experiment,
agreement is good. Two relative maxima present
themselves

imum.

between

1 and 4 mm from

the central

min-

The greater maximum is that closest to the

central minimum in the experimental case and is that
furthest

.2

I

0(• 2

i

4

i

6

i

i

i

i

i

i

8 I0 12 14 16 18

zm AXIAL

I

DISTANCE (cm)

FIG. 13. Response
amplitude
alon•thetraasmltting
trans-

ducer's
axisofsymmetry.
Thesmooth
carvecorresponds
to
theoryandthe circled pointscorrespond
to experimental
measurements. See Figs. 6 and 8-12 for experimeutalvalues

atz-l].0,
1515

4.1. 7.5, 10.0. 12.0, and18.3, respectively.
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from

the central

maximum

in the case of the-

ory. The overall relative values, however, agree very
well. For all values of z other than 1.17 cm, the axial
values show excellent agreement; comparison in the
focal plane (z -11.0 cm) is excluded from this observation, of course, since both theory and experiment were
both normalized to unity there.

For z= 1.17 cm (Fig. 7), relatively violent fluctuations in amplitude as a function of position were ob-
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served experimentally.

Fluctuations in the theory are

to about 12.5 for the transducer reported.

The agree-

also present but are very much subduedin comparison.
Weight and Hayman•' have suggestedthat radial modes

ment between theory and experiment was good but not
as goodfor this transducer as for the one reported.

of oscillation may account for this phenomenon for circular flat piston transmitters. An analogous situation
may exist for this case.

The data for this transducer were not reported here
because it was discovered that the amplitudes-observed

The same type of more extensive fluctuation in phase
is observed experimentally rather than theoretically at

1.17 cm. At 4.1 cm (Fig. 8) the central minimum in
phase described by the theory might be considered to
have been demonstrated experimentally on the left side
of the graph. In the remaining graphs of phase (Figs.

6 and 9-12) fluctuations near amplitude minima are
more subdued experimentally than theoretically.

were too large to exclude significant transfer of wave
energy to higher harmonics during transmission

throughthe water? 9 The results are more appropriate
for inclusion in a future paper involving nonlinear effects.

D. Attenuated pulsegenerationusingcontinuouswave
theory
The solution for the spatial dependence of the pressure field generated by a transducer consisting of a

It is emphasizedthat the theoretical results presume
that the receiver is a flat circular piston receiver hav-

inga diameter of I min. That this is a reasonable
model for the hydrophoneis supportedby the degree

of correspondence
betweentheory and experiment.
The value for the radius of curvature used in the the-

ory was 11.0 cm whichwas determined by finding that

plane in whichthe directivityfunctionwasobserved,
includingzeros adjacentto the central peak. This value was found independentlyon four occasionsby executing item (3) described in Sec. IL This value is about8
mm greater than the nominal value quotedby the trans-

spherical shell transmitter the outer edge of which is
a circle was described in the theory section for the case
in which the Rayleigh formula is valid. This implies
that a uniform distribution of identical point sources
exists over the surface of the transmitting element.

These point sourcesall generate sinusoidal{cw) spherical waves of the same amplitude and phase. For the
boundary conditions corresponding to the Rayleigh
formula the beam pattern generated by evaluating the
Rayleigh formula is the solution of the Heimholtz equation.

hasyieldedgoodagreementwith the manufacturers'

If these point sources emit identical spherical wave
pulses, instead of continuous waves, then these pulses
are linear superpositions of the cw spherical waves.
This can be shown using the completeness of Fourier
integration. As a result, the solution of the Helmholtz
equation for the spatial and time dependence of such a

specified radii of curvature on two other transducers,

pulsed beam (created by all the pulsed point sources)

ducer manufacturer who receive their piezoelectric
elements from another manufacturer.

We feel that our

value is the correct one because the technique of de-

termining the plane exhibitingthe directivity function

one of them being another focused Aerotech transmitter.
Our values were 13.7 and 6.35 cm and the correspond-

ing manufacturers'values were 14.0+0.3 cm and 6.50
cm, respectively; our values in these cases were ac-

tually about 2• below the manufacturers' values. A
direct

measurement

of the radius of curvature

of the

outer surface of the "quarter-wave" layer on the trans-

ducer used in our experiment yielded 10.6 ñ 0.3 cm.

can be expressed as a linear superposition of the cw
solutions, the coefficients of superposition being deterrainable via Fourier analysis. Because of the real na-

ture of the pressure pulse, only the cw beam solutions
for positive (or negative) values of 0• are neededfor
completeness.

In equation form this means we can

write the positionand time dependenceof a pressure
pulse, p(r, t) as

The 11.0-cm value obtained for us by the transmitting

element is likely the best value to be found short of
destructive

testing methods.

p(r,
t)-Re
fo'Ag
•)P•(
o•,
r)e
't•'dco,
where Pn(w, r)e 'i•

C. Measurementson other transducers
Limited

measurements

were done on two other fo-

cused clinical transducers and theory compared with

experiment. One of thesewas anotherAerotechtransducer with a specified diameter of 19 ram, a radius of
curvature of 14.0+ 0.3 cm, and nominal frequency of
2.25 MHz. Measurements of amplitude and phase were

made only in the focal plane where the directivity func-

tion is expectedto apply(corresponding
to Fig. 6).
Agreementbetweentheory and experimentwas slightly
better for this transducer than that shown in Fig. 6; this

is becausethe approximately 10%disagreement on the
right side of the amplitude peak was absent.
The other transducer tested had a manufacturer's

specified radius of curvature of 6.5 cm and a diameter
of 3 cm. Thus the ratio A/,• was about 4.3 as opposed
1516
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is the normaIized complexew pres-

sure beam corresponding to the a•gular frequency,

the spatial position, r, and time, t. Ao(W)is the complex superposition coefficient which can be determined

using Fourier analysis if p(r, t) is knownat a single
point to. The functionsPal w,r) can be normalizedin
any way; e.g., one could require •va(w, re)- 1 where r e
is the position vector of the center of curvature of the
focused

transducer.

To include

the effects

of attenua-

tion on sucha pulse, recall that the theory includes
the wavenumber/•=/•(w). With no attenuation/•where c is the constant speed of sound. With nonzero
attenuation, and allowing a frequency dependence of
the speed of sound, /• becomes complex as follows:

k(w)-[w/c( w)]+ia(co),
where c(w) is the (real) frequencydependentspeedof
soundand a(o•) is the (real) frequency dependentattenMadsen
etal.: Focused
radiators

1516

uation coefficient in nepers per unit length. Thus attdn•ation and dispersion during transmission through
a medium is accounted for in the integral expression

for p{r, t) aboveif this complexk(•o)is introducedinto
Ps( •o,r) in the integrand.
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V, CONCLUSIONS

The precise experimental measurements of the cw
pulse burst pressure field for a clinical focusedtransducer displayed in Figs. 6 through 12 are of considerable value for testing theoretical calculations of such
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pressure fields. Extensive agreement was found between experiment and theory, the latter being in the
form of the Rayleigh formula. This agreement broke
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down
inthefieldveryneartothetransmitting
element
i
thus more work remains to overcome this discrepancy.
The Rayleigh formula contains a double integral corresponding to integration over the surface of the trans-

mitting element. In the theoretical section of this paper the reduction of the double integral to a single integral is described.

This results in considerable reduc-
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